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CBC talk: Finite element exterior calculus - a link
between algebraic topology and numerical analysis September 11, 2008
Professor Ragnar Winther, director of Centre of Mathematics for Applications (a Norwegian Center of
Excellence), will hold a talk on "Finite element exterior calculus - a link between algebraic topology and
numerical analysis" Thursday, September 11 at 13:00.
Total number of participants: 21
Total number of gueste outside of CBC: 1
Number of different nationalities represented: 3
Total number of speakers: 1
Total number of talks: 1
Speaker
Professor Ragnar Winther ,
director of Centre of Mathematics for Applications (a Norwegian Center of Excellence)

Time and place
Thursday, Sep 11, 1300 in Bakrommet at Simula

Abstract:
Scientific computing is today an indispensible tool in most branches of science and engineering. Furthermore, the
modeling of increasingly complex phenomena continuously leads to a need for improved understanding of the numerical
algorithms. As a consequence, there is an increasing demand for mathematical analysis of computational processes.
The finite element method is one of the greatest advances in numerical computing of the last century. It has become a
key tool for simulations of a wide variety of phenomena modeled by partial differential equations. A tremendous asset of
finite elements is that they not only provide a methodology to construct numerical algorithms, but also a theoretical
framework for analyzing the algorithms. Still, the construction of accurate finite element methods for systems of
differential equations is a rather subtle matter. A necessary requirement for constructing converging numerical schemes
is numerical stability, i.e., the discrete equations should be well-posed uniformly in the discretization parameters. For
many important problems, the development of stable finite element methods remains extremely challenging, or even out
of reach.
Finite element exterior calculus is an approach to the design of stable finite element discretizations for a wide variety of
systems of partial differential equations. Stability is achieved by developing discretizations which are compatible with
the geometric and algebraic structures, such as de Rham cohomology and Hodge decompositions, which underlie wellposedness of the system of partial differential equations being solved. Instead of considering the design of discrete
approximations for each particular problem separately, it has proved beneficial to simultaneously study approximations
of an entire differential complex. In this talk we will give an overview of finite element exterior calculus, and explain how
this approach has led to improved algorithms for several important problems.
This talk is based on joint work with Douglas N. Arnold, University of Minnesota, and Richard S. Falk, Rutgers
University.
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Susane Hentschel <susanhen@math.uio.no> CBC@SIMULA
Monica Hanslien <monicaha@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Xing Cai <cingcai@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Geir Pedersenn <geirpk@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Samuel Wall <sam.wall@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Johan Hake <hake@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Glenn Terje Lines <glennli@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Aslak Tveito <aslak@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Hans Petter Langtangen <hpl@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
Harald Osnes <osnes@simula.no> CBC@SIMULA
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